BIRTHDAY PARTIES
A birthday party at the YMCA is a great way for
toddlers, children, teens, adults, and seniors to
celebrate their special day and create lasting
memories with family and friends. The Y provides
a dynamic and engaging day of activities while
relieving you of the stress that comes along with
planning everything by yourself.
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Our birthday party features one hour in the YMCA
party room with tables and chairs, a YMCA host,
and an hour in a specialty area of your choice
(pool, gym or Kids Fit Zone). Parties may be
booked on Saturday or Sunday and must be
booked two weeks in advance.

Parties Include:
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Full payment and
the contract must
be received before
booking.
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quincyymca.net
YMCA Mission
To put Christian principles into practice through
programs that build healthy spirit, mind and body
for all.

BIRTHDAY PARTIES TOO!
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GROUP RENTALS
The YMCA is a great place for groups of all
sizes looking for something different. Y
facilities are available to rent for:
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RACQUETBALL

GROUP EXERCISE

CLASSROOMS

MORE INFORMATION?
Claire DeVoss
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LARGE GROUPS

We offer a number of rental packages
tailored to  $#G 2

KIDS FIT ZONE

SCHOOL GROUPS (25 kid minimum)
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great fit for companies looking to offer
something different for corporate nights out.
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SPECIALTY RENTALS
KIDS FIT ZONE (25 kid maximum)
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You choose the movie or let the Y choose it
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chaperones depends on the age of
participants.

